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Project Goals:  

Around half of the predicted proteins in most sequenced green-lineage genomes remain as 
unknowns, with no information on structure or function. Through this project, we will 
characterize plant proteins of unknown function (Deep Green proteins), including around 500 
unknown proteins from the model dicot Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis) and/or the model C4 
monocot Setaria viridis (Setaria) with homologs in the model green alga Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii (Chlamydomonas), where we will perform high-throughput functional genomics 
screening. Our objectives include: 1. Assembly and ongoing curation of the Deep Green 
candidate protein set; 2. in silico structural predictions and network analyses to assign structures 
and predict function; 3. Assembly and curation of reverse genetic resources in Chlamydomonas; 
4. Functional genomics characterization and prioritization in Chlamydomonas; and 5. structural 
validation of selected candidates and functional validation in Arabidopsis and Setaria. 

Abstract text:  

Sequence-homology and experimental approaches have enabled functional annotation of many 
plant and algal genes, but around half of the predicted proteins in most sequenced green-lineage 
genomes remain as unknowns, with no information on structure or function. While some of these 
unknown proteins are lineage-specific or even species-specific, a sizable number are conserved 
within the Viridiplantae (green algae + land plants) or within large sub-groups of plants (e.g. 
monocots and dicots). This project will help fill a major gap in the annotation for large sets of 
plant proteins whose structures and functions have not yet been characterized, and which 
represent a relatively untapped resource for bioenergy and synthetic biology applications that 
underlie the DOE mission. Expertise in structural genomics and high-performance 
bioinformatics computing from team members at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory 
(NREL), omics-based computational predictions from team members at University of Missouri 
(MU), and algal and plant functional genomics expertise from team members at Donald Danforth 
Plant Science Center will be leveraged to provide this functional annotation. Ongoing work on 
Deep Green proteins has produced three curated lists of unknown protein families from the three 



focal species Arabidopsis, Setaria and Chlamydomonas as well as overlaps between these sets 
established based on sequence homology criteria. 412 Chlamydomonas Deep Green genes have 
been identified with homologs in either Setaria (134), Arabidopsis (97) or both (181). Expression 
profiling revealed non-random distributions of Deep Green gene expression across the diurnal 
cycle with enrichment during the light phase when photosynthesis-related proteins are 
upregulated, and they were also predicted to be enriched in chloroplast localization. Secondary 
structure analysis indicated Deep Green proteins are more structured (i.e. less disordered) in 
general than the total set of unknown proteins in each species. A manuscript describing the 
curation process and preliminary characterization of Chlamydomonas Deep Green proteins is in 
preparation. Under Objective 3 (assembly of reverse genetic resources for Chlamydomonas Deep 
Green Proteins) we have identified one or more Chlamydomonas CLiP library (1) mutants for 
296 Deep Green genes, and for the remainder we have adapted an efficient genome editing 
procedure (2) that uses CRISPR-Cas9 and a barcoded selectable marker cassette to generate 
around 180 tagged CRIPSR mutants (2 alleles per gene). Under Objective 2 we applied our 
MULTICOM tool ranked among top predictors in the 14 Critical Assessment of Protein 
Structure Prediction (CASP14) to predict the tertiary structures and structural features 
(i.e., secondary structure, solvent accessibility, disorder, domain boundaries, inter-residue 
contacts) for 825 out of 1658 Setaria and Arabidopsis Deep Green proteins. The prediction 
results are available at a user-friendly, browsable website 
(http://tulip.rnet.missouri.edu/deepgreen/deepgreen/index.html ). These results are being 
compared and integrated with structure predictions obtained using Alphafold2, I-TASSER and 
the Rosetta AbinitioRelax module. 

The rich new data resources produced under the Deep Green project will be curated in one or 
more public databases, including DOE-supported KBase. These data will help guide researchers 
in investigating the contribution of conserved unknown proteins to diverse aspects of plant 
biology that impact photosynthesis, biomass accumulation, and stress responses. This work will 
also help fill a major gap in the annotation for large sets of plant proteins whose structures and 
functions have not yet been characterized, and which represent a relatively untapped resource for 
bioenergy and synthetic biology applications that underlie the DOE mission. 
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